Transfer Dinner 2018

10/16/2018

Kevin Kinyon, Van Kampen Senator

Section 1. Title

This proposal would allocate funds to Kevin Kinyon be able to host the Transfer dinner. This event is in collaboration with WAC. Acting as senator of a dorm with a high population of transfers, I find we should fund this event for transfers because the event is necessary and no organization yet has been able to address Transfers in this way. There is two funding proposals of precedent from Fall and Spring of 2017/18 school year with similar amounts. The latter of which was also co-funded by the Transfer Club and WCSA. It is against the foundations of the clubs process and definition of clubs to use the Transfer club budget to fund this event. WAC, however found the event necessary and decided to allocate a matched $500 in addition to WCSA’s $500 to for a temporary time at least keep this event going. This collaboration between WAC and WCSA both highlights our theme for leadership this year and addresses an issue that goes unaddressed.

Sections 2. Statement of Purpose

Transfers are a difficult community. The nature of how they come to Westmont makes them at an instant social offset and disadvantage. These social issues are not just superficial and unimportant but also bleed into academics and the face and betterment of the college and Kingdom of God here on Earth. Transfers truly need to be better invited into this community in a way that more addresses their identity as an immigrating population in a most hospitable way; A meal of which connects them to non-transfers and faculty/staff.

Section 3. Statement of Policy

(1) List what this bill will accomplish
   a. It will co-fund the Transfer Regale event hosted in the GLC on November 12th which will feed and provide music for approximately 100 Westmont transfers non-transfers and faculty/staff.

(2) Who will be advising? What departments or offices are involved, if any?
   a. Alex Cameron, WCSA/WAC, Kevin Kinyon

(3) Who will be working on the bill?
   a. Kevin Kinyon

(4) Where will this take place? (if applicable)
   a. GLC Simmons Center

WCSA Office, Kerr Student Center
WCSA@westmont.edu
(805) 565-6794
Section 3. Enactment

(1) What are the next steps? When will they happen?
   a. To finish contract with Alfonso Curti (caterer), to hire musicians, to send out
      All campus/All Transfer/All Staff/ and All Faculty emails.

(2) What supplies are required to accomplish this task?
   a. Caterer, Silverware, Tablecloths